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Data Management Contribution
The services provided and the condition of using Expert-Quality Ltd. organizational website is subject to the exact
identification of the beneficiary.
For this reason the undersigned
, as a voluntarily, firmly and appropriately informed
user, hereby consent to Expert-Quality Ltd., as a data controller, handling, storing and forwarding the following personal
information:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Surname:
First name:
Scientific degree
Stamp number/ Registration number:
E-mail:
Phone number:
Work place:
Notification address:

Expert Ltd. treats your personal information with the utmost diligence as possible according to the relevant legal
requirements (in particular Law CXII of 2011 on information of self-determination law and freedom of information) and
the organization's security regulations.
The data management principles and rules, and the information related to the termination of the data are contained in the
data management principles of the Company, available at:
www.eqcongress.hu/adatkezelesi_nyilatkozat
As an affected user, I acknowledge the terms of the data management principles for further use of the services, and on that
basis I explicitly accept and consent to the personal handling of my personal information.
I consent that the above information will be used by the organization for electronic or personal contact for the purpose of
providing customized information and the presentation of Expert-Quality Ltd.'s offers.
I declare that the data management concerned with this statement is based on my voluntary consent.
Duration of data management
This data management contribution is valid until my consent is withdrawn.
I am fully aware that this data management contribution can be withdrawn at any time without justification.
If my consent is withdrawn, and if I initiate the deletion of my data at Expert-Quality Ltd. as a data handler, this may result
in my user status being terminated. I acknowledge this legal consequence and declare that I am not raising any objections.
Credibility of the information provided
I declare that I am fully responsible for the authenticity of the data I have recorded.
Applicable law
I acknowledge that, with regard to my rights and remedies for data handling, the following provisions are applicable:


Law CXII of 2011 on the Right to Inform Self-determination and Freedom of Information.

I understand the contents of this statement, I acknowledge it and authenticate with my signature.
Date:

,

Signature of consent

2017

Expert-Quality Kft.

